Abstract. – Objective: Since its introduction in the 1950s, the use of mesotherapy has generated much interest among clinicians and patients. The Italian Society of Mesotherapy (SIM) brought together a panel of experts to review available evidence and to draw up a series of recommendations on the use of intradermal therapy (LIT) in clinical practice.

Consensus Report: There was overwhelming agreement among Consensus Group members that, when used correctly, LIT is a valuable therapeutic option in the treatment of painful, loco-regional conditions. They also emphasised that the clinical efficacy of LIT has been demonstrated in the management of chronic venous lymphatic insufficiency, oedematous fibrosclerotic panniculopathy and facial skin aging. The experts were unanimous on the use of LIT in vaccination. Mesotherapy is not a substitute for other therapeutic options and should only be used when the patient has been fully informed of its advantages and limitations. Likewise the procedure should only be carried out by an experienced qualified physician.

Conclusions: Although there was widespread agreement among the Consensus Group on the place of LIT in several indications, the Authors reiterated the need for more large-scale clinical trials to determine the specific benefits and limitations in some areas of the application of intradermal therapy.
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Introduction

Pharmacological products have been given intradermally for over a century,[1-6], but it was not until much later that this method became more widely accepted. A French physician, Michel Pistor[7], reported encouraging results with small doses of drugs administered intradermically to patients with a variety of clinical conditions. The term “mesotherapy” comes from the Greek word “mesos” – referring to the mesoderm (or middle germ cell layer) in the early embryo which differentiates into tissues and structures, including bone, cartilage, muscle and connective tissue.

Initially, mesotherapy consisted of the use of a mixture of active ingredients combined with procaine in the same syringe[8-10]. These “cocktails” of agents showed many beneficial effects, although systematic well-conducted preclinical/clinical studies were lacking. Furthermore, no trials were conducted to determine the safety/toxicity or pharmacological (pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic) interactions of these mixtures in humans.

The Italian Society of Mesotherapy (SIM) was conceived in 1975 with the primary objective of evaluating and validating mesotherapy in Italy using scientific methods. In some of the first trials the pharmacokinetics and tolerability of a single pharmaceutical agent administered intradermally were investigated and since then the first treatment protocols were applied. At the outset the SIM took an important decision – to use a single active ingredient instead of a mixture of products in the same syringe – in this way the efficacy and tolerability of individual agents could be closely monitored. Recently, we brought together a Panel of Experts from a range of specialities to review and validate the scientific rationale, advantages, indications and contraindications on the use of mesotherapy, with the aim of formulating a series of recommendations on the appropriate use of local intradermal therapy (LIT).
This review describes current views on the use of LIT from the perspective of the SIM. Guideline statements and recommendations were selected and voted on using formalised consensus procedures.

**Definition of Mesotherapy by SIM**

Mesotherapy is a minimally invasive technique that consists of LIT with pharmaceuticals or other bioactive substances given in small quantities through dermal multi-punctures, where the injection site corresponds to the area of the pathological condition. LIT is used when no other therapy options exist; when other therapies have failed (or for whatever reason cannot be used); when there is a possible synergistic benefit with other pharmacological/non-pharmacological therapies, and importantly when LIT can have a systemic drug-sparing role.

Pharmacological and clinical experience is required for the correct application of mesotherapy and disregard for the correct medical procedures constitutes medical malpractice. Used correctly, mesotherapy is effective in the treatment of painful musculoskeletal conditions, chronic venous lymphatic insufficiency (CVLI), oedematous fibrosclerotic panniculopathy (OFP, more commonly known as cellulite), intradermal vaccination, and in the management of facial skin aging. It should be emphasised that mesotherapy should only be used when the patient has been fully informed of its advantages, limitations and possible risks.

**Rationale, Pharmacology and Basic Research**

Mesotherapy is based on the principle that LIT produces a "micro deposit" of the drug in the dermis which is then slowly released into the surrounding tissues. In other words, LIT allows effective concentrations of products to reach the target area and (in theory) allows lower doses to be administered compared with p.o./i.m. routes. The concept of the slow release of substance following LIT has already been confirmed in preclinical trials. With LIT the “first pass effect” is avoided and, therefore, using a prodrug is not appropriate. While it is well known that cytochrome P450-dependent enzymes in the liver play an important role in metabolism of many substrates, the role of the cutaneous cytochrome enzyme system is less well understood. It is thought to play an important, but as yet not completely understood, role when a substance is administered transcutaneously or intradermally. One of the main advantages of LIT is the rapid rate of onset, due to the short time necessary to reach the site of action, as well as a prolonged local action. This method does not alter the mechanism of action of a given drug, which remains unchanged irrespective of the administration site. However, it is clear that, for example, intradermal administration of a loop diuretic to the skin of the lower body with the aim of reducing oedema does not make pharmacological or clinical sense.

In order to accept the concept of mesotherapy it is necessary to demonstrate that a drug administered intradermally remains in the surrounding tissue for longer than the same drug administered i.m. In the first series of pre-clinical studies the pharmacokinetics of drugs administered intradermally and i.m. were compared. A group of researchers demonstrated that higher concentrations of procaine chloride reach the underlining tissues (muscles and joints) following intradermal compared with i.m. administration (Table I). Furthermore, intra-articular levels of the drug

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time after i.m. [hours]</th>
<th>Skin</th>
<th>Muscle</th>
<th>Articular tissue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LIT</td>
<td>i.m.</td>
<td>LIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>27.40</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>2.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>9.60</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ND – not detectable.
were detectable after LIT only and not with i.m. administration (Tables II-III). Likewise, tissue levels of sodium-ketoprofen were detectable for a longer time post-LIT compared with post-i.m. administration (Figure 1).

Based on these results it has been suggested that LIT allows the total drug dosage necessary to treat a given loco-regional condition to be reduced. In pre clinical it has also been demonstrated that the anti-tetanus vaccine injected intradermally produces a greater immune response (both primary and secondary) compared with the same antigen administered i.m., reinforcing the drug sparing effects of LIT. It has been referred that mesotherapy has a dual mechanism of action – in addition to the local effect of the drug – the process of introducing needles into the skin stimulates a reflex action thereby increasing endorphin levels.

The observations that intradermal administration results in micro drug deposits that allow a slow and progressive diffusion of the drug into the surrounding tissues and that LIT has additional benefits on peripheral sensitivity, led many workers to study the use of LIT in a range of conditions including the musculoskeletal disorders. Initial clinical trials investigated the effects of a number of active ingredients to determine the optimal dosage and frequency of administration (plasma half-life of drugs administered intradermally does not necessarily correspond with the duration of the loco-regional effects).

**Materials and Methods for Performing LIT**

Mesotherapy is characterized by its unique method of injection – active ingredient is injected superficially using special short needles, directly over the site of the underlying structures affected. Practitioners usually use 4 mm (27 gauge) or 13 mm (30 or 32 gauge) needles where the needle is positioned at a steep angle. The SIM recommends the use of a single needle instead of multiple injections. In general 0.10-0.20 mL of product is used and injection points are usually 2 or 3 cm apart. Where large areas of skin need to be treated, the drug may be diluted but this reduces the dosage and, therefore, additional or more frequent injections are necessary. However, the increased number of injections may not be advantageous for the patient. As a result, the SIM recommends using a standard protocol with slight modifications to reduce injection site effects (pain and bruising). It is important that the needle is inserted quickly, but gently, and that the syringe is emptied slowly. Clearly, the treatment protocol (choice of drug, duration of treatment, patient management and follow-up) varies depending on the nature, severity and site of the condition being treated as well as pharmacological and clinical parameters. In some cases the pH of LIT can cause severe pain but regulating the pH with sodium bicarbonate can reduce this effect.

We do not recommend the use of a mixture of drugs in the same syringe because this procedure is not without risks. There are no in vitro/in vivo data on possible drug interactions, although changes in pH, colour and precipitation/flocculation have been observed when mixtures of drugs are used. Moreover, when using drug mixtures it is not possible to identify the exact effects of individual drugs both in terms of efficacy and tolerability. The risk of allergic reactions preclude the intradermal administration of a muscle relaxant plus a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory agent (NSAID) in the same syringe – as

**Table II.** Tissue levels of procaine (%) after LIT and i.m. administration. Modified with permission from (19).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (hours)</th>
<th>LIT</th>
<th>i.m.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>74.8</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ND – not detectable.
it is not possible to determine which drug has caused the allergy. However, in a recent study it was shown that NSAIDs can be used safely in combination with other active agents24.

A number of devices (mechanical and electronic) are now readily available for LIT. The manufacturers of these devices claim that some devices allow rapid and painless injection while others deliver drugs to the skin without the need for needles. None of the currently available devices is recommended by the SIM. At present, only the “physician’s hand” guarantees “true” intradermal administration.

Role of LIT in Acute and Chronic Pain

Pain, an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience, acts as a natural alarm associated with actual or potential tissue damage; if pain persists it can become a syndrome/condition in its own right25,26. Nociceptive pain is caused by stimulation of peripheral nerve fibers that respond to stimuli approaching or exceeding harmful intensity (nociceptors). When pain persists the sensitive feedback system is altered and the microglia cells are activated25,27. The glia release neurotransmitters which in turn activate the nociceptive defence system25. It is, therefore, important that pain therapy is started quickly and in a systematic manner to prevent it becoming chronic. The dual mechanism of action of LIT – pharmacological and local stimulation – has a rationale scientific basis as part of a therapeutic strategy for localised pain control. In 1975 the SIM instigated a series of multicentre studies with the aim of testing the effect of LIT in patients with osteoarticular pain (arthritis of the hip/knee/hand, neck pain, lower back pain, tendinopathy)28-33. The results of these studies confirm the efficacy and tolerability of anti-inflammatory/analgesic administered as LIT (Table III).

Several Authors have reported encouraging results with LIT in combination with physical therapy34,35, in sports injuries36, in the management of neuropathic pain37, as adjuvant therapy in the treatment of osteoporosis pain38 and calcified tendinitis of the shoulder39-41. Others have used the technique for the treatment of musculoskeletal pain42-49. The use of anti-inflammatory/analgesic drugs intradermally in osteomuscular conditions appears to be one of the best and important indications for mesotherapy. The drug-sparing effect of this procedure, when combined with other systemic therapies, should be quantified to measure also advantages in cost effectiveness.

The role of LIT in Veno-Lymphatic Edema

Certain drugs when administrated intradermally exhibit a local trophic action. This effect was first noted clinically when the healing of decubitus ulcers was improved following mesotherapy in spinal patients50. Likewise LIT improved subjective and objective symptoms (venous pressure and calf circumference) in patients with veno-lymphatic insufficiency51,52.

LIT has also be reported to improve OFP53. The exact cause of OFP is the subject of much debate but it is thought changes in the microcirculation and chronic oedema (as a result of structural changes in the adipose cells and the formation of micronodules) are important predisposing factors54,55. Active substances that affect the microcirculation administered intradermally may, therefore, produce clinical improvements (both subjective and objective) in patients with CVLI and those with OFP56. Subcutaneous echography has made it possible to investigate microcirculatory changes following LIT and to establish better inclusion/exclusion criteria to improve the risk/benefit ratio57,58.

Table III. Initial studies with clinical benefits in pain diseases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pain disease (reference)</th>
<th>Number of patients</th>
<th>Outcome (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Osteoarticular pain (28)</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>79.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteoarticular pain, acute myositis, tendino-muscular pain syndrome (29)</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>83.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteoarticular pain, tendinitis, epicondylitis (30)</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>91.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteoarticular pain (31)</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>78.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteoarticular pain (32)</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>52.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(54.7 improvement in articular function)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain from gonarthrosis (33)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>90.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**LIT in Skin Aging**

Skin aging is in part genetically-determined and in part the result of lifestyle and environment. There are essentially two types – intrinsic or chronological aging and extrinsic or photoaging. In chronological aging the protective function of the skin barrier is impaired; the production of sebum and perspiration are reduced; immune function is decreased and pigmentation, keratinisation and temperature regulation are altered. These factors taken in concert reduce the structural function of the epidermis and dermis.

Photoaging describes damage to the skin caused by intense and chronic exposure to sunlight. The visible effects of photoaging are fine wrinkles, mottling and pigmentation and skin roughness. Cutaneous biostimulation is the process of injecting into the skin medical devices (approved in Italy with directive 93/42/CEE June, 14th 1993) or drugs to improve skin elasticity/appearance and to reduce the signs of chronological and photoaging. The use LIT in skin rejuvenation (in particular for facial skin) is now widely used and improvements can be monitored using echographic techniques.

During skin aging there is a loss of subcutaneous fat, structural remodelling of cartilage and bone, and the formation of fine/expression lines from repetitive muscle activity. Hypertrophy of the subcutaneous tissue and the pull of gravity mean that excess skin forms into folds, lines and wrinkles – which can be treated by the administration of completely absorbable fillers.

**LIT – Local Lipolytic Effects**

Likewise in the management of local adiposity, LIT has demonstrated encouraging clinical results but there are still doubts regarding the true efficacy and safety of the products administered. In many papers Authors do not distinguish between LIT, subcutaneous and deep intralesional administration and there is a tendency to group these three types of administrations under one single entity: mesotherapy. This is one of the reasons why LIT in cosmetic medicine is not without its critics. Controlled large scale clinical trials, conducted in accordance with Good Clinical Practice (GCP) are, therefore, urgently required to determine the safety and lipolytic effects of pharmaceutical active products administered as LIT.

This is the reason why a long time ago the Italian Society of Mesotherapy decided to exclude this indication from clinical protocols. Recently also the Minister of Health in France decided to prohibit cocktails administered by mesotherapy in this clinical condition (decree n 382-2011). RCT in this area are needed to clarify this issue.

**Role of LIT in Dermatological Conditions**

Many skin lesions can potentially benefit from local injections, and early reports have described good results with a corticosteroid, in patients with cystic acne, alopecia and keloids. However, this class of drugs should be used with special care because of multiple effects on the skin. The LIT plays an important role when in reducing the systemic dose of drugs and consequently adverse events. However, many treatments describe an intralesional injection (as in cystic acne or keloids) not intradermally (as in the case of alopecia).

**Role of LIT in Vaccination**

Among the first reported uses in the literature of LIT were in vaccination. The dermis has a microcirculation which can interact with the immune system and intradermal inoculation of vaccines provides a number of advantages over i.m. administration – including a reduction in the antigen dose required, reduced need for adjuvant, a greater immune-response and a simpler mode of administration. The efficacy of LIT provides the stimulus to research new devices/methods so that (for example) mass vaccinations can be carried out in a simpler manner.

**Role of LIT in Pediatric Patients**

The use of LIT in children has also been investigated in studies conducted in Italy. Following initial preclinical trials with ACTH and prednisolone administered intradermally, efforts were made to reduce the stress caused with p.o. administration by employing the intradermal route. Preliminary data with intradermal prednisolone in babies with asthma have shown encouraging results with a dose of prednisolone 3-10 times lower than that required with p.o. therapy and with the added benefit that it is not necessary to gradually reduce the dosage. More controlled large trials in this patient group are required.

**Role of LIT in Otolaryngology (ENT)**

LIT has also been used in some otolaryngology or ENT (ear, nose, and throat) conditions to reduce the systemic dosage of drugs and related side effects. In fact, interesting results have been reported in patients with tinnitus, both versus placebo and active oral therapy. Reduction of phlogosis and pain and no side effects were reported in auricular perichondritis of the external ear.
auditory canal when low dosages of drugs were administered intradermally⁷⁹. As with other clinical conditions, clinical and pharmacological expertise is required to select patients for LIT or systemic treatment.

**Informed Consent**

In Italy the law states (judgment of the Court of Turin 19/10/1985) that intradermal administration should be performed by a qualified medical doctor only (and not by paramedics) and as with other medical procedures, should be carried out with prudence, diligence and due skill. Obtaining informed consent from the patient is obligatory. Patients should receive clear and complete information on the treatment proposed, based on the diagnosis made, as well as information on the availability of therapeutic alternatives. Before giving consent, the patient should be fully aware of what the procedure involves. Importantly, if the doctor recommends the off-label use of a drug or of a treatment the patients should fully understand the risks and benefits (written consent).

In order to improve the risk/benefit ratio the SIM has undergone a process to revise and simplify treatment protocols by reducing the number of drugs in use and to discourage the use of a cocktail of drugs in the same syringe. It should be remembered that Italian law (Decree-Law No 23, 1998) states that drugs can be administered by a method different from their approved indication – if there is no suitable approved alternative or if there are international published papers supporting off-label use (as also the code of medical ethics states in article 13).

Information on LIT should be given to the patient in a clear and concise manner and the patient should be told if the drug is approved for intradermal administration or not. Informed consent ensures that patients do not receive treatment with products whose efficacy and safety has not been fully established, as sometimes it has been reported⁸⁰. Physicians should include obtaining informed consent in their diagnostic/therapeutic work-up (Figure 2).

**Pros and Cons of LIT**

LIT is the administration of low doses of a drug directly at the site of the condition thereby reducing the need for systemic treatment of locoregional conditions. Rare transitory and reversible local and systemic adverse reactions (allergies, ecchymosis, urtica, granulomata) following mesotherapy have been reported¹¹. However, in many published reports, details of treatment are not given⁸¹-⁸⁷. For example, the drug or mixture injected, the number of treatments, co-administration of systemic therapy, if therapy was administered by a qualified physician or not, and site and depth of administration (if drug was administered into the dermal layer or deeper). Importantly, it is often not stated if standard hygiene procedures were adhered to or if treatment was carried out in a hospital setting by personnel trained in the management of drugs⁸⁸.

Patients often ask their physicians for LIT for aesthetic reasons but they frequently underestimate the possible adverse events. This means that physicians need to carefully select patients and not to treat those who withhold important information in order to get LIT. It is vital that the physician outlines the benefits and risks of therapy with reference to published clinical experience so that patient expectations are not unduly raised.

Physicians have a duty to report to the pharmacovigilance authorities any adverse events probably/possibly related to a given drug or procedure, including details of the treatment protocol and concomitant medications.

**Clinical Report Form**

As in other areas of medicine, the importance of accurately compiling a clinical report form
should not be underestimated for patients ongoing LIT. Patient files should record routine clinical characteristics as well as follow-up. The SIM recommends the use of a specific clinical file to record the protocol but also adverse events (see part of the record as an example in Figure 3). The SIM strongly recommends the need to report accurately the efficacy and tolerability of LIT for each patient. Moreover, in Italy the medical record, must also report the characteristics of pain experienced, its evolution, as well as the dosage, mode of administration and type of analgesic drugs used as well as the pain control achieved (Decree-Law No. 38, 2010).

**Treatment Algorithm**

LIT protocols allow for one or more cycles of treatment depending on the symptoms and severity of the underlying condition and the individual patient’s response to therapy. For example when treating a chronic painful condition there are normally three distinct phases – *attack* – when four weekly treatments are administered, a subsequent *control* phase – four fortnightly treatments are given to confirm results and prevent short-term recurrences and finally the *maintenance* phase – monthly or seasonal treatment. When treating resistant pain twice weekly therapy is recommended in the “attack phase” depending on the analgesic effect obtained. Likewise in patients with CVLI treatment can be more regular depending on the clinical response and beneficial effects observed. The task force of experts is now defining specific protocols/algorithms to implement LIT in several conditions.

**Consensus and Recommendations**

To validate the recommendations for the correct use of LIT in Italy we used the Delphi Method – a group decision making technique which seeks to achieve a Consensus among group members through a series of questionnaires. Web-based questionnaires were drawn up by the scientific committee and questions are answered anony-

---

**Figure 3.** Part of a medical record used to collect data during intradermal treatment.
Mesotherapy in Italy: a consensus

Methodologically and individually by members of the Expert Panel/Steering Committee (see Appendix). Answers were summarized and sent back to the group members together with the next questionnaire. The process was repeated until a group Consensus was reached. Recommendations with a Consensus >90% were classified as strong (S), those with a Consensus of 75-90% as good (G), those with a Consensus of 50-74% as weak (W) and those with a consensus <50% as rejected (R). The final approved recommendations are summarised in Table IV and Table V.

There was overwhelming Consensus among group members that LIT is a valuable therapeutic option in the treatment of painful, loco-regional conditions. The experts also concluded that the clinical efficacy of LIT has been demonstrated in the treatment of CVLI, OFP and skin aging. However, additional large-scale trials are required to confirm the efficacy and tolerability of single agents. The Panel were unanimous on the use of LIT in vaccination. They emphasised that used correctly by skilled practitioners, this technique represents an important addition to the clinical armamentarium. LIT has not been tested and it is, therefore, not recommended in the following patient groups – patients with a history of allergic reactions, patients with disorders of coagulation (haemophiliacs, undergoing therapy with anticoagulants or anti-platelet agents), pregnant or lactating women or cancer patients receiving chemotherapy.

Future Steps

Mesotherapy is used with consent in many countries around the world, although in some its use is under discussion because of the lack of

---

Table IV. Recommendations – general and methodological – from Consensus Panel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General recommendations</th>
<th>Consensus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mesotherapy is the intradermal administration of pharmacologically active ingredients directly over the site of the underlying condition, structures, organs, or area affected; it is also known as local intradermal therapy (LIT)</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIT should only be administered by a doctor with clinical and pharmacological experience</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration of LIT requires clinical and pharmacological experience so that contraindications to this method of administration can be identified</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIT should only be used when there is a sound clinical rationale and after other therapeutic options have been considered</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is suggested that only established clinical protocols are used when the risk/benefits are known</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The use of previously untested compounds should be avoided (the exception being in clinical trials that conform to GCP)</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The physician should supply the patient with all the necessary information on LIT in a clear and understandable manner so that he/she can make an informed decision</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The patient’s clinical file should contain information on the LIT protocol (drug, dosage, frequency of administration, condition to be treated) as well as details of the concomitant therapy (pharmacological and non-pharmacological)</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All adverse events should be reported to the Pharmacovigilance Health Authorities</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physicians administering LIT should undergo regular CME courses to keep up to date with clinical and pharmacological developments</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methodological recommendations</th>
<th>Consensus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The use of more than one drug in the same syringe increases the risk of pharmacological interactions – and therefore single-drug LIT is recommended at least until pharmacological and clinical large studies demonstrate the efficacy and tolerability when one or more active ingredients are combined in the same syringe</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In some circumstances one or more active ingredients can be used (for example an anti-inflammatory and a muscle relaxant) but not in the same syringe and not at the same site of administration</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIT should only be administered in a medical environment using sterile single-use syringes and needles according to accepted standard hygiene regulations</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The practice of using hospital-type containers from which the required amount of drug is taken is to be avoided because of the risk of introducing microorganism into the container</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Following use sharps and syringes should be disposed safely in the approved containers and care should be taken not to contaminate sterile material</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
standards, or because it is used for cosmetic purposes by non-medical personnel. However, there are still many unanswered questions. Scientific Societies have an important role to play in developing and supporting well-conducted clinical trials to address outstanding questions – including the dose-sparing effects of LIT in patients receiving systemic treatment for chronic local pain, and the effects of LIT using different pharmaceutical agents in patients with a range of other conditions. In Italy retrospective studies to identify more selective inclusion criteria for the treatment with drugs and perspective trials are ongoing to investigate the tolerability and the efficacy of pharmacologically active compounds (data on file).

In general, well-conducted, large-scale trials are required to define the specific benefits and limits of a given therapy – only in this way patients will be guaranteed to receive the most appropriate mesotherapy. Finally, misleading advertising on injectable products should also be monitored and discouraged and continuing medical education (CME) for physicians by non-partisan organizations should be mandatory to keep up-to-date and to avoid malpractice.

Conclusions

As with other therapies, mesotherapy (LIT) has advantages and disadvantages. The advan-
Advantages are greater if LIT is carried out by medical experts. The disadvantages can be reduced if the physician uses only agents that have undergone clinically trials and are approved by the scientific community. The lack of randomised controlled studies, published in the international scientific literature, does not invalidate the work of Michel Pistor (Honorary President of the Italian Society of Mesotherapy), whom we thank for his contribution to the development and spread of mesotherapy. It is now up to clinical researchers to validate the advantages, limitations and further development of mesotherapy. It is important that National Health Authorities adequately consider the importance of mesotherapy and its potential benefits in terms of effectiveness and drug sparing.
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